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Chapter 100 I Want To See How Far They Can Go

“These are…” Arya was dazzled. No woman would not like beautiful dresses. Especially in such an atmosphere, she felt that she

was the happiest princess in the world.

“This is the first time you walk on the red carpet after you comeback. Of course you have to shine. More importantly, I am also

invited. So, I think we need a couple’s dress.”

This is probably the most expensive couple’s dress in the world.

Arya was so touched that she almost cried. Allen always gave her such warm surprises.

“Try this one?” Allen held her hand and asked gently.

Although it was not time to publicize their relationship, he did not want to keep Arya hidden. They were husband and wife and it

was the first time they had the chance to attend the same ceremony. He hoped Arya could feel his love.

No matter where it was, his heart was always with her.

Arya smiled and kissed Allen on the side of his face. “Wait for me.”

She looked at the silver pink dress with a clean breast in the fitting room. She was amazed by its beauty. The diamond

decorations from her left shoulder to her skirt were very exquisite. With the pink gauze, she looked both elegant and gentle.

Arya put it on and perfectly accentuated her good figure. After her hair was coiled up, her white and delicate collarbones were

revealed. Together with a simple square diamond necklace, she looked like an angel.

Arya walked out of the fitting room. She did not miss the surprise in Allen’s eyes.

“It’s very beautiful.” He had just changed into a suit. It was a pure gray color, diamond ornaments on the sleeves, and a light pink

pattern on the chest. It was a perfect match for Arya. He walked elegantly to Arya and gently held her hand. He placed it on his

lips and kissed it.

“I really hope that the person walking the red carpet with you is me.”

Arya gently nodded and smiled, but she was more or less a little nervous, “If we attend the award ceremony like this, our

relationship will be seen, right?”

Those reporters in the entertainment circle were the most enthusiastic about gossiping. Arya did not want to be the Mrs. Jones in

the eyes of the outside world.

Allen held her hand a little tighter, “Don’t worry about this.”

There were too many female celebrities who wanted to be related to him all this time. However, the public relations team of

Dahua Entertainment was not weak either. Only the women he approved of were qualified to stand by his side.

As long as Arya wanted to rely on her own strength to prove that she was compatible with him, Allen would wait.

He would make her the most dazzling queen in the world and stand at the top with him.

“By the way, the contract with the crew of ‘Butterfly Shadow’ has been negotiated. I only need your signature.” He smiled and

reported his work results to Arya.

“Assistant Jones’s work efficiency is indeed very high.” Arya smiled and looked at him. “Then did they see through your identity?”

“I don’t think so.”

Allen admired Arya’s beauty and raised his hand, “If you like it, this is it?”

“Okay.” Arya really liked the style of this dress and coupled with the fact that this was her first couple outfit with Allen. She shyly

carried her skirt and walked into the changing room.

When she needed to work harder and improve, Allen could always stay be her side. This was the biggest support for Arya.

After she changed her cloths, Allen was already waiting for her outside.

He stood in front of the French window with his phone in his left hand. His eyes gradually turned dark. “Are you sure?”

His expression revealed a dangerous signal. Arya slowly walked over. Allen happened to hear the footsteps and turned around.

He pulled Arya’s hand and hung up the phone.

“If the company has something to do, you can go ahead first. I can go back by myself.” Arya held his hand and said thoughtfully.

“It’s your problem.” Arya could hear from his voice that he was very unhappy.

The Dahua staff heard that Brilliant Entertainment was training new recruits. All of their requirements were very similar to Arya’s

personal requirements when she debuted. Even these new recruits looked like Arya to a certain extent.

It was normal for the competition companies to understand each other’s movements, but when the Dahua employees saw the

faces of the new recruits, they felt that it was not that simple.

“You should know what this means!” Allen frowned. If it wasn’t for Arya’s plan, he really wanted to flatten that third-rate acting

company immediately.

“They want to arrange for new people to debut and use their age advantage to suppress me.” Arya analyzed calmly. She did not

have any emotions in her heart. With the Parker siblings’ style of doing things, it was not strange for them to behave like this.

Seeing that Arya was not affected by this matter, Allen’s anger subsided a little.

He pulled Arya to sit down and said seriously, “If it is necessary, I can immediately send someone to take measures.”

Daring to bully Arya like this, they really thought their lives were too long.

Arya was moved by his words. As long as she said a word, this man would change the entire entertainment industry for her at

any time.

“I want to see how far they can go.” Arya though carefully, “I indeed do not have the advantage of age right now. Although acting

can be changed there are many new people in the entertainment industry every year. I must make myself able to withstand the

test. Otherwise, I will not get what I really want.”

Allen looked at her face and sighed, “You are always so strong that it makes my heart ache.”

He occasionally hoped that Arya could be a little more dependable, but if she became so reliant on his ability, it would not be her

anymore.

At this time, she was just like a lotus flower on the snowy mountain. She was trying her best to grow on the cliff, waiting for the

day to bloom.

Since Davina and the rest secretly preparing for this matter, Arya might as well take two days off and take some rest at home.

Her silence made Daniel uneasy.

He kept looking at Luna’s request for leave from the company and said to Davina who was sitting in front of him. “It will soon the

night of red carpet. Will Arya’s side be too quite?”

“It’s not good to be quite. If she comes to the company, she will definitely find out the invitation letter and our training to newbies.

It would be better if she doesn’t show herself.” Davina flipped through the schedule of the Red Carpet Night, “Don’t spend any

more time on this topic. When you have time, accompany Caroline and make her prepare well. Whether it is makeup or clothing,

it should be foolproof.”

Right now Caroline had finally managed to win a round with great difficulty. Of course, she had to win beautifully.

“I know.” Daniel put down his phone, “I will arrange for someone to check Arya’s schedule again to ensure that she will not

appear on the red carpet night and affect our plans.”

Davina smiled with satisfaction.

“Yes, don’t give her a chance to turn things around!”
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